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 LECTURES AND ESSAYS
 
Tait,   Professor   P,   G.,    on
planetary motion, i. 262
Taste, function of, ii. 149
Taylor's theorem, i. 136
Temperament, impulsive, i. 180
" Thing," meaning of, i. 318
Things, continuity of, i. 312
Thomson,   Sir   William.    See
Kelvin, Lord
Thought, technical and scien-
tific, distinction between, i.
142 sqq.
Tides, solar, i. 263, 267
Truth, foundation of, ii.  160
sqg.; and see Belief
Tune-changes,   hypothesis  of
continuity of, i. 122 sqq.
Turkey, absolutism in, i, 67
Tyndall, John, on the atomic
theory of  Democritus,  5.
224
sense in which ' * matter'' used
by, ii, 73
on Darwin's Origin of Species,
ii. 301
on spontaneous generation,
ii. 329
on evolution and the nebular
hypothesis, ii. 336
reference to, ii. 307
Universe, beginning of, absence
*. , of knowledge as to, i. 260
^theory that it consists of feel-
* fings   and perceptions,   i,
jf 341, 342, 346
Ancient theory of, i. 356
..*' conception of, i. 386-388 ; ii.
277, 278
theory of consciousness of,
ii. 46
consists of mind-stuff, ii. 72
Velocity,   measurt*m"e"rit   of,   i.
...»/•> *3* •
 Velocity of gas, i. 214 •
Veracity, founded on faith in
man, ii. 160 s$g.; and see
Belief
Verses, Clifford's :  song from
The Little People, i, 75
verses sent to George Eliot, i.
76
Virchow, Rudolf, on the teach-
ing   of   science,   ii.   299
sqq.
on education, ii. 308, 323
Vortex-motion, i. 276
Wallace, A. R., on adaptation,
i. 165
Water, the physical properties of,
Count Rumford's theories
on, i. 163
magnification   of,   Sir   W.
Thomson on, L 395
Water Lily,  song to  the,   i.
75
" Wheel e of Life,"  imaginary
movement of figures in, i.
124, 306
Whcwell,   Dr.   W.,   Clifford's
lecture on, i. 12
on necessary truths, i. 327
references to, i. 163
Whitman, Walt, extracts from
Leaves of Grass, ii.  277,
294
Will, assertion that it influences
matter, ii. 33
freedom of, ii, 34, 142, 290
voluntary   and    involuntary
acts, ii. 132 sgq.
motive and, ii. 140
Kant's definition of, ii. 142
Women, education of, i. 43
Wordsworth, William, Ode t&
Zoetrope.    See Wheel of Life

